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Abstract 
An Analysis of Old English Dative Case 
in Reference to Japanese Case System 
Kaya TAGUCHI 
This article seeks a clear description of the Old EngIish dative case in reference to Japanese 
particles. Firstly， analyses of the case system are introduced. Secondly， aspects of the Japanese 
particle，“NI" are described. The interpretation of the particle can be di釘erent;whether one takes 
verb effect into consideration or not， or whether one pays attention to metonymy. The 
interpretation can be apparent when one finds another interchangeable particle. This section ends 
with a figure (Yamanashi [1995]， p.48) which shows that several functions of“NI" are linked， and 
the Iinkage is fuzzy. Thirdly， an adjusted version of another figure to characterize the Old English 
dative case is presented. F ourthly， an analysis of a ditferent interpretation of the same grammatical 
marker is proposed， with some modification of Yamanashi's proposaI. The attempt to apply 
Japanese language study to a language that does not belong to the same language family， Old 
English， seems reasonable since the semantics ofthe dative case came to be properly explained. 
1. Introduction 
The case system is one of the most controversial topics in linguistics， partly because there is 
not a single theory unanimously accepted which linguists use to analyze case in languages. 
Theories are suggested by a number of linguists， but there have always been disagreements， to 
some extent， among language researchers. The nominative and accusative cases are less 
problematic than the dative case. The nominative case signifies that the govemed noun is playing 
the most active role in the sentence: The noun is the central and enforcing entity of the action of 
the main verb in the sentence. The accusative case signifies that the govemed noun is the entity 
most directly atfected by the action of the main verb in the sentence: The noun is targeted as the 
direct goal of the action of the verb. The dative case， on the other hand， isone of the most 
problematic and interesting cases to analyze because the function is so vague that it seems almost 
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impossible to clearly describe it. In previous papers 1 presented conceming the dative case in Old 
English， 1 attempted to clarifシthecase but left some unsolved problems owing to limited 
resources and lack of native speakers' insight. These obstacles can be overcome by refeηing to 
Japanese particles due to the fact that the language uses overt case particles and provides vast 
examples and intuition. First of al， 1 would like to overview the theories and the scheme of 
analyzing case in language， which determine the direction ofthe study ofthe case system. 
2. Analysis with the Case System 
2.1. Surface roles 
There are multiple ways to analyze the case system. One focuses on the surface role， inwhich 
the inflection system of the nouns overtly shows the role of the noun. Old Greek and Old Latin 
have a distinct inflection system， and nouns are inflected depending on the assigned role. Old 
English also has an inflectional system for nouns， but some of the inflection is blended so that the 
system is shrunk and some roles are hard to distinguish by looking only at the inflection. In fact， 
the Old English dative singular ending -e of o-stem “stane" (stone) is thought to be derived企om
the Indo-European dative case ending， while the dative singular “meder" (mother) is said to have 
been the locative case due to the fact that we can see umlaut (vowel change) in the root vowel. The 
change should have been caused by the former locative ending -I. In addition， the dative pl町 al
ending -um can be regarded as a development of the Proto・Indo-Europeaninstrumental case 
ending. 
Not only the fact that the system is blended and shrunk but also that examples are found in 
which some key overt markers play overlapped roles makes the case study focusing on the surface 
roles less significant. Rather， the focus should be directed to the semantic roles to describe what is 
going on with the nouns in sentences. 
2.2. Semantic roles 
Semantic roles are essential elements to investigate in linguistics， where the main concem is 
understanding how language functions for people， tointerpret and communicate their ideas. It is 
impracticable， however， tofind a distinct marker for every researcher to agree on the meaning in 
some instances because there is some vagueness and different interpretations合omone linguist to 
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(1) Fred bought the book from John. 
agent patient source 
(2) John sold the book to Fred. 
agent pat1ent destination 
In (l) Fred is an agent in that he initiates an activity; the book is a patient in that it passes企omthe 
possession of John to Fred， and John is marked as the source合omwhom the book passes. In (2) 
John is an agent in that he initiates an activity; the book is a patient， and Fred is marked as a 
destination. However， some have pointed out that Fred is a destination in (1) in that he receives the 
book and John is a source in (2) in that the book passes企omhim.l)
In spite of disagreements regarding the semantic roles as quoted above， the attempt to 
categorize roles assigned in languages is worthwhile as long as the goal is to uncover the human 
cognition process， not to put labels on specific phenomena. Therefore analysis of the case system 
here is based on the semantic roles. 
3. Japanese “NI" 
The role of the Japanese particle "NI" is usualIy described as the role of the dative case， 
“recipient." It encodes an indirect object of the main verb， as in“hon-o kare-NI age-ta." (1 gave 
HIM a book.)百leparticle has more interesting functions. The functions are of such a wide range 
that beginning students of the language may not have a clue to understand it because they have 
only overt cIues to understand the particle， and the particle has a complex function. They pay 
attention only to surface roles. Native speakers， on the other hand， might think they fuIIy 
understand it because they can use it without a mistake in daily conversation， and they innately 
grasp the semantic roles of the particle and deduce the deeper meaning企omthe context. Is the 
particle simple or not? It should not be overestimated or underestimated. Neither the surface role 
nor the semantic role is sufficient to describe the particIe. The folIowing instances， where different 
interpretations ofthe roles occur， show why semantic roles should be taken more prominently into 
account， while one cannot discard the surface roles aI togeth侃





3.1. Interpretation of semantic roles 
3.1.1. Verb effect 
Let us take a look at the following examples. 
(3) Eki no mae-NI daigaku-ga aru. 
station in企ontof -Loc. college-Nom. exist 
(4) Kabe-NI karendaa・o haru. 
wall-Goal calender-Acc. put 
Some describe the "NI" in (3) as the “locative:門 Therole is to signi命 location.Others 
describe the “NI" in (4) as the "goal:" The role is to signifシthedestination. Some put those two 
“NI" into one semantic role “place，" taking into account that the difference企'Om“static"to 
“dynamic" comes企'Omthe verbs “aru" (to exist) in (3) and "haru" (to put) in (4). Labeling a 
semantic role can be different whether the effect of the main verb is included or separated企omthe 
meaning ofthe particle itsel王
3.1.2. Metonymy 
Here are more instances where the semantic roles can be interpreted di狂erentIy，depending on 
whether metonymy is considered in the interpretation of the particle. 
(5) Biiru-o Aokisan-NI tsuida. 
beer-Acc. Aoki Mr.-Obj. poured 
(6) Biiru-o gurasu-NI tsuida. 
beer-Acc. glass-Goal poured 
“NI" can be called “objective" in (5) and “goal" in (6). The distinction is caused by the 
characteristics of the preceding noun:“Aokisan" in (5) is a person， while “gurasu" in (6) is 
inanimate. Others view this distinction as metonymy， which is a kind of metaphor. The 
interpretation depends on the recipient of the information. Once the information reaches the 
recipient， it is processed so that the logical understanding wilI be established. The recipient would 
not think that “Aokisan-NI tsuida" means "1 poured beer onto Mr. Aoki." The person will仕Yto 
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sentence as "1 poured beer into a glass for Mr. Aoki." Useful information on metonymy is given by 
Yamanashi[ 1995]， pp.53・54.
3.1.3. Opposite roles by one marker 
Thus the labeling of semantic roles is challenging. The following are different kinds of 
examples where two different overt particles seem to play the same semantic role. The examples 
(7)ー(10)are taken企omYamanashi[1995] p.43. 
(7) Yama-no humoto-NI mukatta. 
mountain of foot Goal left for 
(8) Yamano humoto-E mukatta. 
mountain of foot Goal left for 
(9) Hana-o yu吋in-NI moratta. 
flowers-Acc. 企iend-Source received 
(10) Hana-o yuゆ -KARA mo凶 ta.
flowers-Acc. 企iend-Source received 
The particles "NI" in (7) and “E" in (8) have a role of “goal"， while “NI門 in(9) and “KARA" in 
(10) have a role of“source." Di百erentparticles are used to signifシthesame role. In addition， the 
two totally opposite semantic roles ‘'goal" and “source" are played by one paロicle“NI."The next 
section introduces one proposal to explain this phenomenon. 
3.2. Overlapped and fuzzy roles 
Yamanashi proposes a visually helpful aid to overview what is going on with the particle 
“NI" as follows. 1 have supplied the English translation for the original Japanese figure title and 
labels. He makes this model to show how fuzzy the semantic roles are and how they can be 









<Linkage of Semantic Roles> 
唾言⑨





Yamanashi([1995] p.45) also provides the folIowing specific examples (11) and (12) in order 
to show how neighboring meanings are overlapped. The original Japanese version is translated 
into English， and the numbers in parentheses are added here. 
[Cause-Locative] (11) Ame-NI nureru kigi-no midori. 
rain-Cause.Loc. get wet trees-of green 
In the sentence just above (11)，“ame-NI" can be interpreted as either the “cause" of the trees' 
getting wet or as the “location刊 ofthewet仕ees.The di釘erencestems仕omdifferent foci of the 
information-recipient. If the person has an image in his or her mind that it is raining hard and the 
trees stand in a rainy area， then the interpretation of “ame-NI" would be “locative." If the person 
thinks the trees are just partialIy wet with rain， the interpretation of"ame-NI刊 wouldbe “cause." 
[Instrumental-Locative] (12) Mofu-NI kurumaru. 
blanket-Instr.Loc. be wrapped 
The instance (12) also shows a fuzzy interpretation between “instrumental" and “locative." If a 
person who reads this sentence thinks that the "mofu" (blanket) is so big that it can wrap a whole 
body， the interpretation of“mofu-NI" would be “locative.門 Ifthe “mofu" is used to wrap for an 
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evident and specific purpose， the interpretation would be "instrumental.円
His figure illustrates that the semantic roles played by the particle "NI" are overlapped， as we 
saw in the previous instances. And the meanings are linked with neighboring ones， and the linkage 
is relative， not absolute. This method of analysis of one single marker could be introduced to 
describe a complex case， the dative case in Old English. The next section shows how this Japanese 
analysis can be applied to the Old English dative case. 
4. Proposed Analysis for the Old English Dative Case 
In the first section， 1 briefly stated that the Old English dative case is a result of syncretism of 
the locative and instrumental and original dative cases and the roles played by the Old English 
dative case are in a wide range， which makes it hard to describe the case clearly. The Japanese 
particle“NI" is also ambiguous in some cases due to its multiple roles， which， however， are 
visually and successfully illustrated by Yamanashi as introduced in the previous section. There is 
no reason not to apply this analysis to the Old English dative case， although the Old English dative 
version of this figure should be adjusted because of some di釘erences企omthe Japanese particle 
“NI." Here are some datives in an Old English text where the interpretation is ambiguous. (The 
numbers in the brackets indicate the line in Beowulj， an Old English epic poem.) 
[Object-Possessive] 
(13) [1960・1961]Eomer woc haledum tδhelpe 
Eomer-Nom. arose warrior-Dat.Pl. as help-Dat.Sg. 
The noun with the dative inflection “haleδum"(wa汀ior)can be interpreted as“o町民t"when the 
sentence is translated as “主omer，a son of the Angle king Offa， came to help the warriors.門 Onthe 
other hand， the same noun can be interpreted as“possessive" when the later part is translated as 





















































arose change-Nom. soldier-Dat.Pl. 
The noun with the dative inflection "eorlum" (soldier) can be interpreted as“o吋ect"when 
"edhwyr丘"(change) has to do primariIy with the soldiers. In other words， the change happened in 




specifically directed to the soldiers but just happened around them， with litle e俄 cton them， the 
interpretation of"eorlum" would be “locativeプ
Figure 2 
くLinkageofthe Semantic Roles Played by the Old English Dative> 
5. Interpretation 
The iIustration of the complex Old English dative has been attempted so far. But there 
remains a question of how we interpret such fuzzy roles indicated by one single surface mark. 
Yamanashi also proposes prototypes of some roles， which he calls "case." 
Table 1 
< Case and its Prototype> 
[Prototype of Ins凶 mental]
[+CONC， +ALIEN， +MANIP， +CONTR， -RESP] 
[Prototype of Cause] 
[-CONC， -ALIEN，ーMANIP，-CONTR， +RESP] 
(CONC=Concrete， ALIEN=Alienable， MANIP=Manipulable， CONTR=Controllable， RESP=Responsible) 
(Source: Yamanashi [1995] pp.50・51)
To illustrate the prototypes of “instrumental円 and"cause" as shown above， he gives examples of 
"DE"， another Japanese particle with multiple roles as follows. The most prototypical instrumental 
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concrete， alienable， manipulable， controllable and lacks responsibility. The most prototypical 
cause“DE" is like the one in “Gan-DE shinu." (He died of cancer.)“Gan刊 (cancer)is not concrete， 
alienable， manipulable， or controllable， but responsible for the death by itsel王However，the 
difference between the prototype of"instrumental" and of"cause" is not as crystal clear as it looks. 
The two previous prototypical instances can be viewed differently.“Gan" can be considered 
concrete and alienable and manipulable by pathologists. Moreover， the proposal of prototype 
should be modified because the main verb should be taken into consideration regarding the 
meaning of each noun in a sentence. The following serve as good examples: 
(15) Neko・DE nezuml-o ta引-suru.
cats-Instr. rats-Acc. get rid of 
(16) Neko・DE ne却 ml-ga inakunatta. 
cats-Cause rats-Nom. disappeared 
The features of "neko"(cat) in (15) and (16) are [+CONC， +ALIEN， +MANIP， + or -CONTR， 
+RESP]. Thus “DE" in both cases is more like the prototype of “instrumental." However， the 
sentence (16)， where main verb is "inakunaru" (to disappear) shows that the cats are the “cause" of 
the extermination of the rats. Thus， the interpretation of one single particle should not be based 
only on the characteristics ofthe preceding noun， but on the main verb. 
6. Conclusion and Remaining Questions 
The fact that it seems almost impossible to describe both Japanese pa口iclesand the Old 
English dative with a clear合ameworkshows that languages depend largely on the focus chosen 
by the communicators. Stil， 1 believe it is practicable to make a moderate， rather open仕amefor 
semantic roles in reference to the effect of the main verb and metonymy. Future studies will focus 
on a more complete description ofthe semantic roles ofthe Old English dative case. 
Japanese particles give us insight into a language which is not related at al， Old English. But 
what should be emphasized here is that it is crucial to look at the things around us， not merely the 
real and absolute situation. That is why the semantic roles resist agreement and intrigue linguists 
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